Address

Country

Zhengzhou Sunrise Refractory CO.LTD
No.36, Fengchan Road
450000 Zhengzhou, Henan
China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Zhengzhou Sunrise Refractory Co.,Ltd. is an integrated company of production and technology development. We are
mainly engaged in the research and development of refractory materials. We mainly involves in production of fused
cast AZS 33#, 36#, 41#, fused cast αβalumina brick (TY-M), fused cast
βalumina brick (TY-H), fused cast α alumina brick(TY-A), furnace fireclay bottom block ,magnesium, zircon,
corundum, mullite, zirconia mullite, alumina bubble brick, low porosity clay, high alumina, etc. They are widely used in
industries of glass, petrochemistry, metallurgy, building materials, etc. The products of our company are sold in
markets of Europe, America, Middle East, Korea and Southeast Asia. We have established business and
cooperation relationship with many customers in different countries and regions. Our company has passed IS09001:
2000 Quality Management Systems Certification.
Main products of the company are as follows:
FUSED CAST AZS 33#
FUSED CAST AZS 36#
FUSED CAST AZS 41#
FUSED CAST α-β ALUMINA
FUSED CAST HIGH ZIRCONIA BLOCK
FUSED CAST SKID RAIL BLOCK
GLASS MOULD BRICK
MAGNESIA SERIES BRICK
ZIRCON BRICK
ZIRCON MULLITE BRICK
MULLITE BRICK
SILLIMANITE BRICK
FUSED CORUNDUM BRICK
HIGH CHROME BRICK SERIES CHROME CORUNDUM BLOCK
CHROME AZS BLOCK
SILICA BRICK
FIRECLAY SERIES BRICK
HIGH ALUMINA SERIES BRICK
INSULATION SERIES BRICK
FIBER PRODUCTS
RAMMING MIX, MORTAR, CASTABLE
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